D O U G H
SHEETERS
PLATINIUM

STRATUS SENIOR XL
PLATINUM

For daily work in complete serenity and a quality production, thanks to the
selection of efficient and sturdy materials and components.

The STRATUS SENIOR XL Platinum version
from Bertrand-Puma, full option, is a dough
sheeter on a stand, meant for the slimming and
stratification of the dough.

+

Frame and cover are made of epoxy painted steel.

+

Tables can be removed and folded up when not is use.

+

Belts in woven plastic.

+

Handles and pedal to guide the procession of the dough.

+

Ergonomic handle of the lever.

+

Reinforced aluminum adjustment lever.

+

Tear-proof feed rollers at the entry of the conveyor belt.

+

Stainless steel cylinders protected thanks to a safety microswitch and gas springs.

+

Support frame and croissant cutting tools included (can be changed when placing the order).

+

Two-speed selector switch.

+

Digital reading of the cylinder opening.

+

Quick replacement of the belts (30min) thanks to an unlocking system of the table.

Facilitated replacement of the
belts in under thirty minutes.

1

Standard a support frame for the
cutting tools.

Technical data
STRATUS SENIOR XL
Electrical supply

400V / TRI+T / 50-60Hz

Power (kW)

0,75

Rated current (A)

1,8

Stand with castors



Table with bands



2 recovery shelves



Support frame for cutting tools + 1 cutting tool included



Cutting tools

€


standard

€ paying option

Dimensions
STRATUS SENIOR XL
Roller width (mm)

600

Table length (mm)

1400

Cylinder opening (mm)

0 - 38

Weight (kg)

236

Implantation

limits

Client:
Wall outlet height 1,20m.
Male and female plugs not supplied

Benefits

Bertrand-Puma:
Power cable supplied

Electrical installation principle
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